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AbstractWe present a polynomial time algorithm to �nd the maximum weight of an edge-cut in graphsembeddable on an arbitrary orientable surface, with integral weights bounded in the absolutevalue by a polynomial of the size of the graph.The algorithm has been implemented for toroidal grids using modular arithmetics and thegeneralized nested dissection method. The applications in statistical physics are discussed.Key words: cut, generating function, Pfa�an orientation, modular arithmetics.





3.1. IntroductionThe Max Cut Problem is a combinatorial optimization problem which is easy to de�ne, butsurprisingly hard to solve:Given a graph, divide its vertices into two parts so that the number of edges between themis as large as possible. More generally, the edges may have arbitrary weights, and we need tomaximize the sum of weights over all the edges between the two sets of vertices.This combinatorial problem has a history on its own, but what makes it so widely studied is theenormous number of applications it �nds in di�erent �elds. One of these relevant applicationscomes from the study of the Ising model: a theoretical physical model of the nearest-neighborinteractions in a crystal structure. This application was the main motivation of this work andit will be considered more closely in this paper.The complete description of a speci�c Ising model is embodied in the partition function fromwhich all fundamental physical quantities can be derived. It turns out that this function is veryclose to the generating function of cuts which is a standard concept in enumerative combinatorics.The maximum weight of a cut can be obtained as a by-product from the generating function ofcuts; thus, computing the generating function is usually a more di�cult task. Rather than theMax Cut Problem, this work is actually concerned with the generating function of cuts.The general Max Cut Problem has de�ed any e�cient solution so far, and indeed, it wasproved to be NP-hard [9], even in the case when all edge weights are equal to 1. In spite ofthat, many attempts have been made to tackle the problem with approximation and randomizedalgorithms. Delorme and Poljak [6] and Poljak and Rendl [18] solved a relaxation of the problemusing eigenvalues. A similar approach based on semide�nite programming was developed byGoemans and Williamson who presented a randomized algorithm in [11] with a performanceguarantee of 0:878.Polynomial time methods to �nd the exact solution of the Ising model on toroidal squarelattices were suggested in the early 60's by Kasteleyn [16, 15], and Kac and Ward [13]. Kac andWard tried to calculate the partition function as a determinant of a 4n�4n matrix over complexnumbers and even though their original derivation was not quite exact, it showed that such anapproach was indeed possible. A similar method was used by the physicists Kardar and Saul[14] to obtain the partition function of a toroidal spin glass in estimated time O(n3+�), � < 1.They have asked if an e�cient method exists for general toroidal graphs. This paper answersthe question a�rmatively.Further applications of Kasteleyn's methods to the Ising models on group lattices of genushigher than 1 may be found in [19].Another polynomial time algorithm to solve the Max Cut Problem in toroidal square latticeswas proposed by Barahona in [1] and in an unpublished manuscript [2].There are also branch-and-cut algorithms which can be applied e�ectively to the case oftoroidal square lattices. Barahona et al. [3] and De Simone et al. [4], [5] used integer program-ming to solve large instances of the Max Cut Problem for toroidal square lattices, with generalweights or with weights +1 and �1 only. The method of De Simone et al. [5], which has beenso far the most successful one to �nd exact spin glass ground states, works in estimated time n3for toroidal square lattices of n vertices, for n � 50. The method is of course non-polynomialfor general n.Several algorithms for solving the Max Cut Problem for toroidal square lattices have beenproposed and implemented by physicists (see [4], [5] for the references). A successful Dagstuhlseminar on this subject was held in 1997 (see [12]).



4.However, there has been no deterministic algorithm which would produce an exact result inpolynomial time for any toroidal graph, for example. Due to a recent result proved by two of theauthors [8], though, it has become possible to solve the Max Cut Problem in polynomial timefor any graph of genus bounded by a constant. The method produces actually the generatingfunction of cuts which contains information about all possible cuts in the graph. In terms ofstatistical physics, this means the distribution of physical states over all possible energy levelsof the system. This can be of tremendous interest for anyone studying a particular Ising model.There are two main goals of this paper: the �rst one is to describe the technical details of thepolynomial algorithm, and the second one is to develop the algorithm to functional software.The latter goal was achieved mainly by the third author [21], who solved all the di�cultiesencountered on the way from the theoretical sketch of the algorithm in [8] to its implementation.Many of these implementation tricks are nontrivial and elegant, and the result is a new type ofalgorithm to solve combinatorial optimization problems via the use of generating functions.2. The Max Cut and the Ising model2.1. Basic de�nitionsA graph is a pair G = (V;E) where V is a �nite set of vertices and E is a set of unordered pairsfu; vg � V , called edges. In addition, we will denote a rational weight associated with the edgee 2 E. For a subset of edges � � E, w(�) means the sum of the weights associated with theedges in �.Let S be a set of subsets of edges of G and let us assign to each element � of S a functionl(�). Then the generating function S(G; l) of S (with respect to the function l(�)) isS(G; l) =X�2S l(�)The function l(�) may take values in any abelian group, but more usually consists of monomialsin the ring of polynomials. Typically, each element � of S will have weight w(�) and we take thefunction l(�) to be xw(�), where x is an indeterminate. Then knowing the generating functionS(G; l) of a set S is equivalent to knowing the elements of S of each weight. Thus, the conceptof the generating function of a set is a generalization of the concept of cardinality.In this paper, we show how the generating functions can be used successfully to solve alsocombinatorial optimization problems.De�nition 2.1. A cut of a graph G = (V;E) is a partition of its vertices into two disjointsubsets V1; V2 � V , and the implied set of edges between the two parts: C(V1; V2) = ffu; vg 2E : u 2 V1; v 2 V2gThe generating function of cuts is a polynomial C(G;x) which equals the sum of xw(C) overall cuts C of G.De�nition 2.2. An eulerian subgraph of a graph G = (V;E) is a set of edges U � E such thateach vertex of V is incident with an even number of edges from U .The generating function of eulerian subgraphs is a polynomial E(G;x) which equals the sumof xw(U) over all eulerian subgraphs U of G.De�nition 2.3. A perfect matching of a graph G = (V;E) is a set of edges P � E such thateach vertex of V is incident with exactly one edge from P .



5.The generating function of perfect matchings is a polynomial P(G;x) which equals the sum ofxw(P ) over all perfect matchings P of G.These generating functions are considered in more general form in [8], where a variable isassociated with each edge instead of a weight. However for the purpose of this paper the presentde�nition is more appropriate.De�nition 2.4. The Max Cut ProblemInput: Graph G = (V;E) and Weight function w : E ! ZQuestion:What is the maximum possible weight of a cut of G?MAXCUT (G) = maxCcutXe2C we:2.2. The Ising modelLet us consider the Ising model of a physical system: the vertices of a graph represent particlesand the edges describe interactions between pairs of particles. The most common example isa planar lattice where each particle interacts only with its neighbors. Often, one adds edgesconnecting the �rst and last vertex in each row and column, which represent periodic boundaryconditions in the model. This makes the graph a toroidal lattice.Now, we assign a factor Jij to each edge fi; jg; this factor describes the nature of the interactionbetween particles i and j. A physical state of the system is an assignment of �i 2 f+1;�1gto each vertex i. This describes the two possible spin orientations the particle can take. TheHamiltonian (or energy function) of the system is then de�ned asH(�) = � Xfi;jg2E Jij�i�j:One of the key questions we may ask about a speci�c system is:\What is the lowest possible energy (the ground state) of the system?"Before we seek an answer to this question, we should realize that the physical states (spinassignments) correspond exactly to the cuts of the underlying graph. Let us de�ne:V1 = fi 2 V ;�i = +1g;V2 = fi 2 V ;�i = �1g:Then this partition of vertices encodes uniquely the assignment of spins to particles. The edgescontained in the cut C(V1; V2) are those connecting a pair of particles with di�erent spins, andthose outside the cut connect pairs with equal spins. This allows us to rewrite the Hamiltonianin the following way: H(�) = Xfi;jg2C Jij � Xfi;jg2EnC Jij = 2w(C)�W;where w(C) = Pfi;jg2C Jij denotes the weight of a cut, and W = Pfi;jg2E Jij is the sum ofall edge weights in the graph.



6.Clearly, if we �nd the maximum weight of a cut, we have found the maximum energy of thephysical system. Similarly, the minimum weight of a cut corresponds to the minimum energyof the system. Note that if we allow negative edge weights, we can transform the Max CutProblem into the Min Cut Problem (and vice versa) simply by reversing the value of each edgeweight. So the two problems are equivalent (unlike the Min Cut Problem with positive edgeweights arising in the study of network ows, which is signi�cantly easier).However, the analogy between cuts and physical states goes even deeper than that.If we assign weight we = Jij to each edge e = fi; jg, the generating function becomesC(G;x) = XcutC xw(C) =Xk ckxk;where ck denotes the number of cuts with weight k. But this is also equal to the numberof states with energy 2k �W . Thus, if we knew the complete generating function, we wouldalso know the distribution of physical states over all possible energy levels. In the language ofphysics, this information is encapsulated in the partition function:Z(�) =X� e��H(�):Substituting the equalities above and counting over cuts instead of � assignments yields:Z(�) = 2XcutC e��(2w(C)�W ) = 2e�W XcutC e�2�w(C) = 2e�WC(G; e�2�):So we can obtain the value of the partition function simply by substituting e�2� into thegenerating function of cuts. The other way round, multiplying the partition function by 12e��Wand expressing it as a polynomial in e�2� yields the generating function of cuts. The di�erencebetween the two functions is merely formal; both of them encode the state/energy distributionin a similar way.Finding the generating function of cuts is generally harder than solving the Max Cut Problem,because knowing all the coe�cients of the polynomial, we can simply �nd the highest powerxkmax with a non-zero coe�cient; kmax is then the maximum weight of a cut. Similarly, the�rst non-zero term of the partition function corresponds to the ground state energy, but thereis much more information contained in it.3. Theory of Pfa�an orientations3.1. From cuts to eulerian subgraphsIn planar graphs, there is a well-known duality between cuts and eulerian subgraphs. Becausethe edges incident with a vertex correspond to a dual circle (encircling the vertex connects allthe adjacent faces), it is easy to see that a cut becomes an eulerian subgraph of the dual graph.However, this does not work in the general case. Yet there is a duality between the generatingfunction of cuts and eulerian subgraphs (of the same graph!), which was discovered by van derWaerden [20]. We will derive the relation for the generating function of cuts.The basic idea of van der Waerden was to substitute hyperbolic functions for the exponentialterms: xy = cosh(x; y) + sinh(x; y) = cosh(x; y)(1 + tanh(x; y));



7.where cosh(x; y) = xy + x�y2 ; sinh(x; y) = xy � x�y2 ; tanh(x; y) = sinh(x; y)cosh(x; y) :Thus we obtain the generating function in the following form: let w = (wij ; fi; jg 2 E(G))and W =Pfi;jg2E(G)wij . ThenC(G;x) = 12xW2 X� Yfi;jg2E x� 12wij�i�j == 12xW2 X� Yfi;jg2E cosh(x;�12wij�i�j)(1 + tanh(x;�12wij�i�j) == 12xW2 Yfi;jg2E cosh(x;�12wij)X� XU�E Yfi;jg2U �i�j tanh(x;�12wij) == 12xW2 Yfi;jg2E cosh(x;�12wij) XU�E( Yfi;jg2U tanh(x;�12wij)X� Yi2V �dU (i)i );where dU (i) means the number of edges in U incident with the vertex i. If we consider thesum over all assigments � for a given U � E, we can see that whenever there exists a vertex iincident with an odd number of edges from U , the resulting sum will be zero. This is becausethe terms arising from assigments where �i = +1 will exactly cancel out the correspondingterms with �i = �1. On the other hand, if all vertices have even degrees in U , the sign of allcontributing terms will be positive. So if n is the total number of vertices:X�2f�1gn Yi2V �dU (i)i = 2nwhenever U is eulerian, and zero otherwise. Finally, we getC(G;x) = 2n�1xW2 Yfi;jg2E cosh(x;�12wij) XUeulerian Yfi;jg2U tanh(x;�12wij) == 2n�1xW2 Yfi;jg2E cosh(x;�12wij)E(G; tanh(x;�12wij)):So the generating function of cuts can be expressed as the generating function of euleriansubgraphs of the same graph, with xwij replaced by tanh(x;�12wij).3.2. From eulerian subgraphs to perfect matchingsNow we need a graph transformation converting eulerian subgraphs into perfect matchings. Thetransformation given here is based on Fisher's construction described in [7]. It is local in thesense that it only modi�es each vertex in a way dependent on its degree. It can also be seenthat it preserves the genus of the graph.De�nition 3.1. Let G = (V;E) be a graph embedded in an orientable surface of genus g, andv 2 V a vertex. Let e1; e2; :::; ed 2 E denote the edges incident with v, ordered clockwise as theyspread out from v in the embedding. Then the even splitting of v is a graph G0 = (V 0; E0) where



8. � V 0 = V n fvg [ fv1; :::; vd; v01; :::; v0dg;� E0 = E n fe1; e2; :::; edg [ fe01; e02; :::; e0dg [EA;� EA = ffvi; v0ig; i = 1; :::; dg [ ffvi; v0i�1g; i = 2; :::; dg [ ffv0i; v0i+1g; i = 1; :::; d � 1g:The edges e0i 2 E0 (image edges) are obtained from ei 2 E by replacing the vertex v by vi. Theedges EA will be called auxiliary.Lemma 3.2. The graph obtained by even splitting can be again embedded in the same surface.Proof. The transformation replaces a vertex v 2 V by a cluster of 2d vertices and 3d � 2edges. The cluster itself is a planar graph which can be embedded in a small neighborhood ofthe original location of the vertex v. The images of the edges incident with v can be embeddedin the same way as they were in the original graph. 2De�nition 3.3. Let G = (V;E) be a graph and Gs = (Vs; Es) the graph obtained by successiveeven splitting of all vertices in V . If there are weights we assigned to edges e 2 E, we assign thesame weights to their images in Es: we0 = we. The auxiliary edges f 2 Es get assigned wf = 0.Theorem 3.4. If G is a graph of genus g, Gs has genus g as well. With the assigment of weightsdescribed above, the generating function of perfect matchings of Gs is equal to the generatingfunction of eulerian subgraphs of G: P(Gs; x) = E(G;x):Proof. From the de�nition of even splitting and Lemma 3.2, it follows that the resultinggraph Gs can be embedded again in the same surface.If M is a perfect matching in Gs, it must cover each of its vertices exactly once. Because thecluster replacing every vertex has an even number of vertices, and any of the auxiliary edgeswhich is inM covers a pair of vertices of the cluster, there remain an even number of vertices tobe covered by the image edges incident with the cluster. Therefore, every cluster coincides withan even number of image edges which are in M ; in other words, these edges form the image ofan eulerian subgraph of G.Vice versa, the image of any eulerian subgraph of G can be extended (uniquely) by addingsome of the auxiliary edges in Gs to make a perfect matching in Gs. Thus, there is a one-to-onecorrespondence between the perfect matchings of Gs and the eulerian subgraphs of G. As allthe auxiliary edges have weights equal to 0, the corresponding terms contributing to either ofthe generating functions are equal. Consequently, the two generating functions are equal. 23.3. Perfect matchings and Pfa�ansThis section deals with the generating function of perfect matchings and an e�cient way tocompute it. We will start out with planar graphs for which the solution was found by Kasteleyn[16]. We shall see that the generating function can be expressed in an algebraic form very similarto a determinant.



9.De�nition 3.5. Let G = (V;E) be a graph with 2n vertices, (we; e 2 E) the weights assigned toedges and D an orientation (a �xed ordering of the two vertices of each edge). Let A(D) denotethe antisymmetric adjacency matrix where� aij = xwi;j , if (i,j) is a directed edge,� aij = �xwi;j , if (j,i) is a directed edge, and� aij = 0, if fi,jg is no edge.The Pfa�an of this matrix is de�ned asPf(A(D)) =XP sgn(P )ai1j1ai2j2 :::ainjn ;where the sum is taken over all partitionings of the index set f1; 2; :::; 2ng into pairs i1 < j1,i2 < j2,...,in < jn and sgn(P ) is the sign of the permutation (i1; j1; i2; j2; :::; in; jn).Note: The ordering of the pairs is speci�ed here only to remove multiple occurrences of thesame partitioning. The resulting contribution to the Pfa�an does not depend on it, as swappinga pair of indices fik; jkg reverses both the sign of the permutation and the sign of the factoraikjk .It can be observed that the non-zero terms contributing to the Pfa�an are exactly thosecorresponding to perfect matchings of G (partitionings of the set of vertices into pairs wherethere is an edge between each pair). However, each of them comes with a positive or negativesign, depending on the orientation D. What we would like to �nd is a special orientation whichproduces positive signs for all perfect matchings. Then the Pfa�an would be exactly equal tothe generating function of perfect matchings.De�nition 3.6. Let M and P be two perfect matchings. An alternating cycle is a cycle of evenlength which contains edges from M and P alternately. In a directed graph, if the number ofedges oriented in either of the two directions around the cycle is even, the cycle is called clockwiseeven, otherwise it is called clockwise odd.Lemma 3.7. Let M be a �xed perfect matching of graph G and D its orientation. Let sgn(M)be the sign of the contribution of M to Pf(A(D)) and sgn(D) be the sign of another perfectmatching D contributing to the Pfa�an. The edges in M�P (symmetric di�erence) form dis-joint alternating cycles. Let �(M;P ) denote the number of clockwise even cycles in M�P .Then sgn(P ) = (�1)�(M;P )sgn(M):This observation leads to the following de�nition and theorem (due to Kasteleyn).De�nition 3.8. An orientation D is called Pfa�an, if the alternating cycles of any �xed perfectmatching M are all clockwise odd.Theorem 3.9. Let G be a graph with a Pfa�an orientation D. ThenPf(A(D)) = (�)P(G;x):



10.Proof. Because the orientation is Pfa�an, the alternating cycles formed by any two perfectmatchings are clockwise odd. By the lemma, all the terms constituting the Pfa�an have thesame sign, which is either positive or negative. Which of the two alternatives occurs dependsonly on the numbering of vertices in the matrix A(D). If we want to make sure that the sign willbe positive, we can pick an arbitrary perfect matching, calculate the sign of the correspondingpermutation, and if it comes out negative, just exchange any two vertices in the numbering. 2Theorem 3.10. Every planar graph has a Pfa�an orientation.Proof. First, we shall suppose that the graph is 2-connected. We shall try to �nd such anorientation that every inner face is clockwise odd. This can be accomplished by starting outfrom any inner face and adding adjacent faces with suitable edge orientations. When adding anew face, there is always at least one new edge whose orientation can be chosen so that the faceis clockwise odd. This process continues until we cover the whole graph. (It is not necessarythat the outer face comes out clockwise odd.)If the graph is not 2-connected, we can proceed in almost the same way, e�ectively ignoringthe vertices and edges which do not belong to any cycle (their orientation does not matter here).The only di�erence will be that the faces containing an odd number of such vertices must beclockwise even, whereas those containing an even number of them must be clockwise odd.This scheme implies that every cycle encircling an even number of vertices is clockwise odd,whereas any cycle encircling an odd number of vertices is clockwise even. As any alternatingcycle of M must contain an even number of vertices (there must exist a partial matching insidethe circle, and no edges may cross it), all the alternating cycles are clockwise odd. 2When we �nd the Pfa�an orientation, all we need is to calculate the Pfa�an of the resultingadjacency matrix. Supposing this can be done e�ciently, we are now able to solve the Max CutProblem, or produce the entire partition function for any planar graph.4. Graphs of bounded genusFor general graphs, we cannot rely on the Pfa�an orientation, as it may not always exist.However, the situation is solved by the theorem proved in [8] which states that a graph G ofgenus g has 4g relevant orientations such that a suitable linear combination of the correspondingPfa�ans yields the generating function of perfect matchings of G.Let us de�ne surfaces and graphs of genus g in a slightly di�erent form than usual:De�nition 4.1. A surface of genus g consists of a base B0 and 2g bridges Bij, i = 0; :::; g � 1and j = 0; 1.1. The base B0 is a convex 4g-gon with vertices a0; :::a4g�1.2. The bridge Bij is a quadrangle with vertices k; l;m; n where the edge [k; l] is identi�ed with[a4i+j ; a4i+j+1] and [m;n] is identi�ed with [a4i+j+2; a4i+j+3].De�nition 4.2. G is a g-graph if it can be embedded in a surface of genus g, so that1. All the vertices are contained in the base B0.



11.2. Every edge uses at most one bridge Bij.Let E0 denote the edges embedded entirely inside the base B0 and Eij the edges using bridge Bij.Let G0 = (V;E0) and Gij = (V;E0 [Eij).De�nition 4.3. G is a proper g-graph if it is a g-graph satisfying the following conditions:1. The outer face of G0 is a cycle C0 embedded on the boundary of B0.2. The edges in Eij are embedded entirely inside the bridge Bij and their endpoints are locatedon the boundary of B0.3. Every vertex is incident with at most one edge outside of E0.4. G0 has a perfect matching M0.For the purpose of the theorem, we shall require that the graphG is a proper g-graph. However,any graph of genus g can be transformed into a proper g-graph by splitting the edges traversingseveral bridges into paths and adding vertices and edges on the boundary of B0 if necessary.The details may be found in [8].De�nition 4.4. Let G be a proper g-graph. G0 is a planar subgraph of G, therefore it has aPfa�an orientation D0. In addition, we can choose D0 so that M0 has a positive sign in thePfa�an of the matrix A(D0).Furthermore, Gij can be embedded in the plane in the following way: Take the planar embeddingof G0 and add the bridge Bij so that it is contained in the outer face of G0. Then the orientationD0 can be supplemented with an orientation Dij of the edges in Eij so that the orientation D0[Dijis still Pfa�an.Finally, we de�ne the 4g relevant orientations of the entire graph G: The relevant orientationDr (where r 2 f+1;�1g2g) is composed of D0 and r2i+jDij for i = 0; :::; g�1 and j = 0; 1 (where�Dij means the reversed orientation Dij).Theorem 4.5. (Galluccio, Loebl) Let G be a proper g-graph and Dr; r 2 f+1;�1g2g its relevantorientations. Let us de�ne cr = g�1Yi=0 c(r2i; r2i+1);where c(+1;+1) = 12 ; c(+1;�1) = 12 ; c(�1;+1) = 12 ; c(�1;�1) = �12 :Then the generating function of perfect matchings of G is equal to a linear combination of 4gPfa�ans: P(G;x) = Xr2f+1;�1g2g crPf(A(Dr));where A(Dr) is the antisymmetric adjacency matrix corresponding to the orientation Dr.



12.The proof of this theorem is di�cult and it can be found in [8].Since computing Pfa�ans of antisymmetric matrices has the same computational complexityas computing determinants, we have that the generating function of perfect matchings can becomputed e�ciently for any graph of bounded genus. Needless to say, this approach is practicalonly for very small values of g. For example, toroidal graphs (i.e., 1-graphs) can be treated inthe same way as planar graphs, but there will be four relevant orientations and four Pfa�ansinstead of one.5. Modular ArithmeticThe approach described in section 3 leads to an e�cient algorithm indeed, but it still leaves anumber of questions open:� How to treat the matrix elements? (They are symbolic functions.)� How to calculate the Pfa�an in a polynomial number of steps?5.1. Data structuresThe �rst question involves a decision on the data structures, as well as the type of programminglanguage to use. Consider the data ow of the program:Input: Graph G, edge weights wij.Intermediate data: Matrices whose elements are symbolic functions of a single variable.Output: Coe�cients of the generating function.At �rst glance, the obvious approach seems to be: treat the matrix elements as polynomials,perform all arithmetic operations symbolically, and obtain the result in a symbolic form. Forthis purpose, one would most probably use a symbolic computation package like Mathematica.However, using a symbolic computation package (instead of a general purpose programminglanguage) would inevitably bring a substantial loss of speed and increase the amount of requiredmemory. Also, it is not apparent how this symbolic computation could be parallelized.Our solution is this: we know the generating function of cuts is a polynomial in the variablex with integer coe�cients. Instead of computing the entire polynomial at once, we can evaluateit at su�ciently many distinct points, and then we can obtain the polynomial coe�cients byinterpolation. This turns the problem of treating symbolic functions into ordinary numericcalculation, albeit still cumbersome in a sense. As the expected results are exponentially large(the total number of cuts in a graph with n vertices is 2n�1), a way how to handle these hugenumbers had to be resolved. Instead of using oating point (which is imprecise) or long integerarithmetic (which is possible, but slow and consuming lots of memory), we decided to splitthe task once more. The idea is to use only elementary operations which can be performedin constant time - the basic operations in a �nite �eld. Of course, the results are elements ofthe �nite �eld as well, but this loss of information can be amended, as will be shown. Themajor advantage is that the algorithm employs only simple integer operations and it can beimplemented easily in any general purpose programming language, like C++.The following lemma justi�es this approach in a formal way:



13.Lemma 5.1. Let P (x) be a polynomial of degree n with integer coe�cients, GF [m] a �nite�eld of size m > n and x0; x1; :::; xn distinct elements of GF [m]. Then there exists a uniquepolynomial Q(x) of degree n over GF [m] such thatQ(xi) = P (xi) mod m; i = 0; : : : ; n:Moreover, the coe�cients of Q(x) are equal to the coe�cients of P (x) mod m.Proof. Let P (xi) = yi. De�ne Q(x) by Langrangian interpolation:Q(x) = nXi=0 Qj 6=i (x� xj)Qj 6=i (xi � xj)(yi modm);where all operations are performed in GF [m]. The expression is well de�ned because(i 6= j =) xi 6= xj) =)Yj 6=i (xi � xj) 6= 0;and any non-zero element is invertible in a �eld.Q(x) satis�es the conditions Q(xi) = yi modm. Now let us suppose there is another polyno-mial R(x) over GF [m], such that R(xi) = yi mod m; i = 0; : : : ; n. Then, we de�ne the di�erencepolynomial Z(x) = R(x)�Q(x), and it follows thatZ(xi) = R(xi)�Q(xi) = 0 (mod m); i = 0; : : : ; n:However, a non-zero polynomial of degree n in any �eld has at most n roots, therefore Z(x)is a zero polynomial and R(x) = Q(x).The polynomial P 0(x) whose coe�cients are the coe�cients of P (x) modm, satis�es the sameconditions, so by the same argument P 0(x) = Q(x). 2Note: Our polynomial can actually contain negative powers which could cause trouble inthe interpolation formula. Therefore, it is necessary to make the exponents positive beforeinterpolation by multiplying the function by xk for a suitable k. The degree of the polynomialis then con�ned by the di�erence of maximum and minimum cut weights. As we do not knowthese values in advance, we can only estimate them. For now, it will su�ce to know that ifthe edge weights are bounded by a constant, the degree is bounded by O(m), where m is thenumber of edges. In graphs of bounded genus, this is the same as O(n), where n is the numberof vertices.To summarize the lemma, if we can supply the values of our polynomial modulo some primep, we can also extract its coe�cients modulo p. For now, we will leave aside the question of howto evaluate the polynomial, and we will suppose we have acquired the partial results (modulop). What good can they be? Instead of a number a, we only get the remainder a mod p. Thereis certainly less information in it than we need, even if we only want to detect whether a givencoe�cient is zero. (As you may recall, �nding the maximum weight of a cut amounts to detectingthe �rst non-zero coe�cient in the generating function of cuts.) However, we can still make aguess. If a mod p 6= 0, then surely a 6= 0. But if a mod p = 0, we cannot be sure that a = 0. Toestimate our chance of success, we give the following lemma.Lemma 5.2. Suppose a < N , and we pick a prime p < M at random. Then the probabilitythat a is divisible by p is at most P = O( logN logMM ).



14.Therefore, knowing an upper bound on our polynomial coe�cients (which is N = 2n, where nis the number of vertices), we can make our chance of error small enough by allowing ourselves toselect from a wide enough range of primes. For example, a choice of M = n2 gives P = O( log nn ).5.2. The Chinese Remainder TheoremOf course, sometimes we may require the complete exact results, which are integer numbersranging from 0 to 2n. Even then, modular arithmetic can be useful. Consider the ChineseRemainder Thorem:Theorem 5.3. Let us select k di�erent prime numbers p1; p2; :::; pk. Then for any a1; a2; :::; ak,0 � ai < pi, there is exactly one x, 0 � x < Qki=1 pi, such that:x mod pi = ai; i = 1; : : : ; k:This is a well-known fact, and the number x can also be e�ciently constructed from its\modulo coordinates". Let us de�neri =Yj 6=i pj; qi = r�1i (mod pi); x = nXj=1 ajqjrj :Then x is the desired solution, because every rj ; j 6= i is divisible by pi, andx mod pi = (aiqiri) mod pi = (airir�1i ) mod pi = ai: 2In other words, we can obtain exact results, if we choose a su�cient number of primesp1; p2; :::; pk, so that kYi=1 pi > 2n:Then if all results are con�ned to the interval [0; 2n], the partial results modulo p1; p2; :::; pkdetermine the complete result uniquely. Furthermore, the complete result can be calculatedfrom the modulo results e�ciently, using long integer addition and multiplication. Of course,this will cost us several repetitions of the computation - in di�erent �nite �elds. Suppose we canuse primes from the interval [M2 ;M ]. Then (assuming there are enough primes to choose from),we need k = O( nlogM )primes p1; p2; :::; pk to ensure that their product is greater than 2n.However, these computations are absolutely independent - they can be run separately ondi�erent computers.



15.6. Computing Pfa�ansBeing armed with the results of section 5, we can assume that we reside in a �nite �eld GF [m],and our sole purpose is to calculate a single value of the generating function of cuts at a speci�cpoint. As we know, it can be transformed into the generating function of perfect matchings ofa modi�ed graph:C(G;x) = 2n�1xW2 Yfi;jg2E cosh(�12wij)P(Gs; tanh(x;�12wij))Moreover, the generating function of perfect matchings can be expressed as a linear combina-tion of Pfa�ans: P(G;x) = Xr2f+1;�1g2g crPf(A(Dr))where the Pfa�an of a matrix is de�ned as a sum over all partitionings of the index set intopairs: Pf(A(D)) =XP sgn(P )ai1j1ai2j2 :::ainjnThe sum consists of an exponential number of terms, but (just like a determinant) it can becalculated very e�ciently.The �rst step is to de�ne a basic operation which can be used to transform the matrix into aspecial form, while the value of the Pfa�an is preserved. For instance, determinants are invariantunder elementary row/column operations and these can be used in Gaussian elimination tocalculate a determinant or to solve a system of linear equations. Pfa�ans must be treatedsomewhat di�erently, though.De�nition 6.1. Let A be an antisymmetric matrix of size 2n � 2n over a �eld F . A cross ofthe matrix is the union of a row and a column of the same index. I.e., the k-th cross is thefollowing set of elements: Ak = faik; 1 � i � 2ng [ fakj; 1 � j � 2ngDe�nition 6.2. Cross operations:Multiplying a cross Ak by a scalar � 2 F means simply multliplying each element of Ak by �.Swapping crosses Ak and Al of an antisymmetric matrix A means exchanging both the respec-tive rows and columns. Another way of regarding the swap operation is that it exchanges thevalues of k and l in both of the index positions. The resulting matrix B is antisymmetric again.Adding cross Ak to cross Al means adding �rst the k-th row to the l-th one, and then addingthe respective columns. The matrix remains antisymmetric.These operations may be used to transform our matrix into a form where the Pfa�an can bedetermined trivially.Such algorithm needs at most O(n2) cross operations, each of which consists of O(n) �nite �eldoperations which can be carried out in constant time. (Addition and multiplication are trivial,and division can be reduced to multiplication with a precalculated table of inverse elements.)The total running time is therefore O(n3). However, this crude estimate does not take into



16.account the special structure of our matrix. We achieve a better running time by employingsome of the techniques developed for fast Gaussian elimination.We consider a method which was developed by Alan George [10] and later re�ned by Lipton,Rose and Tarjan [17]. Their approach, though intended for Gaussian elimination, can be gearedto Pfa�an elimination. The details may be found in [21].Theorem 6.3. For the graphs G of bounded genus, Pfa�an elimination on matrix A(D) whereD is an orientation of G and G has n vertices can be performed in O(n log n) space and O(n 32 )time.7. Algorithm overviewLet us summarize the algorithm:1. Find prime numbers p1; p2; :::; pk < 216 so that kYi=1 pi > 2jV (G)j.For each of them, repeat the remaining steps of the algorithm, performingall operations in GF [pi].2. Choose m+ 1 distinct elements x0; :::; xm 2 GF [pi], where m is the maximumpossible degree of the generating function. (Avoid xj = 0 because theelements must be invertible) For each of them, repeat the following step.3. Construct the matrices encoding the relevant orientations of the modifiedgraph Gs, with hyperbolic functions tanh(x;�1=2wij) substituted for edgeweights. For every occurrence of x�1=2 substitute x�1=2 = xi and calculatethe Pfaffians. From these values, calculate the value of C(G;x�2i ).4. Obtain the coefficients of C(G;x) (modulo pi) by interpolation in GF [pi].5. Apply the Chinese remainder theorem and compose the results from all thefinite fields to obtain the complete partition function.Notes on the complexity:� The number of �nite �elds is O(n), assuming there is a su�cient number of primes in therange where our hardware is able to perform modular arithmetics in constant time. Due tothis constraint, the algorithm is actually unable to work properly for an arbitrarily largeinput, and any complexity analysis in the sense of asymptotic behavior is meaningless. Onthe other hand, the limit on the size of lattices we are able to process is well beyond ourpractical possibilities. The product of all primes below 216 is approximately 2216 , whichmeans we can process lattices with at most 216 vertices. Such a computation would last10; 000 years on a typical PC. If this should prove insu�cient, we could still move to 32-bitarithmetics and the limit of 232 vertices which would be enough to keep all our computingresources busy for more than the lifetime of our universe.



17.� If the edge weights are bounded by a constant, the number of evaluations in each of the�elds is O(n). A single evaluation of the polynomial takes O(n 32 ), so the computationin each �nite �eld takes O(n 52 ) time. The total time complexity of Step 3. (under therestrictions mentioned above) is therefore O(n 72 ).� The interpolation in Step 4. and the �nal composition in Step 5. take O(n3) time intotal, so they are faster than the Pfa�an evaluation in Step 3..� Steps 2., 3. and 4. can be parallelized easily. The computation in each of the �nite�elds can be performed separately, and the communication is trivial - in Step 5., we onlyhave to send the results modulo each of the primes; i.e., data of size O(n2). With thisdegree of parallelization (O(n) processors are needed), Steps 2., 3. and 4. take O(n 52 )time, whereas Step 5. takes O(n3). To remove this obstacle, we could parallelize it aswell; every processor would produce one of the O(n) coe�cients in O(n2) time. Then thetotal (parallel) time complexity would be O(n 52 ).� As mentioned above, the computation in each of the �nite �elds takes O(n 52 ) time, andone such computation su�ces to know the maximum weight of a cut with very highprobability. This time complexity compares favourably with the estimated complexityO(n3) (for toroidal grids of sizes up to (50�50) only) of the most successful method usinginteger programming technics of [5], mentioned in the introduction.� The complexity of our implementation is comparable with the estimated complexity of theimplementation of Kardar and Saul [14]. Apart of our method, this is the only methodfor the exact calculation of the generating function of cuts (for toroidal square lattices) weknow about. In experiments our implementation behaves better: for instance the calcula-tions for 10� 10 �J spin glass lattice take 30 sec. instead of the 110 sec. reported in [14].However, the main advantages are in the structure of the algorithm: our implementationis selfcontained, short, easy to parallelize and exible. Moreover, computations in a few�elds give the value of some coe�cients with a very high probability.8. Implementation for toroidal latticesOne of the main goals of this work was to develop a functional implementation of the algorithmdescribed here for the calculations of the partition function of speci�c Ising models. Afterconsulting literature on computation in statistical physics so far, it seemed natural to focuson random Ising model of toroidal lattices. In this case, the implementation may be improvedby several tricks described in [21]. Moreover, it seems that the following quantities are mostinteresting for the physics applications: the ground state energy, the number of ground states,the second lowest energy of a state and the number of states of that energy. To obtain thesevalues with a very high probability, a smaller number of �nite �eld computations needs to beperformed. At present we started to calculate some experiments. The details of this researchwill appear elsewhere.For illustration, we give here a table of the running time required for various parts of thecomputation (sequentially on a Pentium/200 MHz machine):



18. lattice size 1 Pfa�an 1 Finite Field Complete partition function10� 10 0.03 s 5 s 40 s14� 14 0.1 s 30 s 7 min20� 20 0.25 s 150 s 1 hour30� 30 1 s 20 min 20 hours40� 40 3 s 2 hours 8 days50� 50 6 s 6 hours 40 days100� 100 90 s 14 days 24 yearsNotes:� 1 Pfa�an - this is the basic building block, the Pfa�an elimination of a single matrix; inprinciple, each of these could be executed in parallel, if O(n2) processors were available.However, then the communication and composition of results would become the bottleneckof the entire computation.� 1 Finite Field - this means the computation of the partition function in a single �nite �eld;it is actually the parallel complexity of the algorithm using O(n) processors, or it can beunderstood as the complexity of a sequential randomized algorithm to �nd the maximumweight of a cut (see Section 5).� Complete partition function - this is the total sequential running time of the computation inall the �nite �elds plus the Chinese composition step which produces the exact coe�cientsof the partition function.Acknowledgement. We would like to thank Jirka Matou�sek for helpful discussions and inparticular for drawing our attention to the modular arithmetics method. We would also like tothank Giovanni Rinaldi for enlightening discussions and continuous support.References[1] F. Barahona, \On the computational complexity of Ising spin glass models," J. Phys. A,vol. 15, 1982.[2] F. Barahona, \Balancing signed toroidal graphs in polynomial time," Preprint Universityof Chile, 1983. Unpublished manuscript.[3] F. Barahona, M. Gr�otschel, M. J�unger, and G. Reinelt, \An application of combinatorialoptimization to statistical physics and circuit layout design," Operations Research, vol. 36,pp. 493{513, 1988.[4] C. De Simone, M. Diehl, M. J�unger, P. M�utzel, G. Reinelt, and G. Rinaldi, \Exact groundstates of Ising spin glasses: New experimental results with a branch and cut algorithm,"Jour. of Stat. Phisycs, vol. 80, pp. 487{496, 1995.[5] C. De Simone, M. Diehl, M. J�unger, P. M�utzel, G. Reinelt, and G. Rinaldi, \Exact groundstates of 2d� J Ising spin glasses," Jour. of Stat. Phisycs, vol. 84, pp. 1363{1371, 1996.
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